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"It's not the new Sex and the City," Dunham said just before Girls premiered. "These are characters who watched that show. but their 
reality is extremely different." FROM LEFT: Kirke, Dunham. Mamet. and Williams, photographed by Norman Jean Roy for Vogue, 2012. 

creators writing and starring in their own material." Even 
today's series names-Inside Amy Schumer, The Mindy 
Project----<:onfirm the show starts and stops with its creator 
and star. "I think the people I am close to are tired of the 
polished people with their polished lives being upset their 
husband didn't carry the laundry upstairs or take the gar
bage out," says Schumer, a Girls guest star who originally 
auditioned for the role of Shoshanna and whose raunchy 
sketch-comedy series clearly adheres to this etho& "I l's fun 
to see people getting fired and getting semen on them." 

Out of the gate, the sex on Girls was frequent, awkward, 
and explicit, inspiring passionate criticism and gratitude in 
equal measure. From the bedroom to the bathtub, Hannah 
has been very comfortable baring all. Not since Manet's 
Olympia has the exposure of a woman's body incited such 
polemic. "Lena's a lightning rod; the show's a lightning rod," 
says Konner. Dunham's deft ubiquity on social media has 
also brought her under fire. "Lena's brand is 'Live and learn,' 
and I think sometimes the speed at which things come at us 
we go, 'Oh, right, of course, ' and then she just tells her truth 
and says, 'Oh, guys, I didn't even realize what I was doing. '" 

Konner was referring to the controversy regarding as
sumptions Dunham made in a Lenny Letter interview about 
her Met-ball tablemate Odell Beckham Jr.'s lack of interest 
in her, for which she quickly apologized on Instagram. It 
was the kind of humble pivot also seen in response to the 
early criticism of the series' lack of diversity. "We learned 

it hard and fast," says Konner. "It transformed us in terms 
of thinking about every element of hiring." The produc
ers sent up the controversy when they introduoed Donald 
Glover's Republican hipster character as Hannah's short
lived boyfriend in season two. There has always been a wry 
self-awareness in the way the show handles the constant 
scrutiny. In season four, for example, Hannah is seen flail
ing as a substitute teacher, the words "MISTAKES ARE THE 

PORTAIS OF DISCOVERY" -JAMES JOYCE printed in neat block 
type above the chalkboard. 

Girls is one of the only shows on television where four out 
of the five main producers are women. The endemic sex
ism of Hollywood is something Dunham and Konner take 
on with their burgeoning media company Lenny, which 
prioritizes giving voice to women's issues (in addition to 
adding video content to the newsletter, they are going full 
throttle with their production company and a new publish
ing imprint with Random House). 

In the meantime, Dunham and her costars have been indi
vidually taking action for the causes they believe in. A week 
before their photo shoot, the quartet released a public-service 
announcement calling for a more supportive environment for 
victims of sexual assault; it went viral within hour& It was 
the first social issue they had addressed as a group. "Some
thing I'm really proud of," says Dunham, "is I look at this 
show, and we all started when we c0Nr1Nurn oN PAGE 109 
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ena Dunham is no stranger to 
superlatives. It's an SO-degree, 
cloudless September day at 
the Atlantic Terrace Motel in 
Montauk, New York, and the 
Girls creator and star-wear
ing a Barbie-pink long-sleeved 
wet suit, her penny-colored hair 
twirled on top of her head-is in 
the middle of directing the first 
episode of her trailblazing series' 
last season, airing February 12. 
Peppered among her line notes 
are cheerleader affirmations: 
''Amazing, amazing! That could 
not have been more beautiful!" 
To avoid overheating, she has an 

ice pack from the on-set medic wedged between her breasts, 
and her furry Puma slides make a scuffing sound as she 
pivots from being behind the camera to being in front of 
it. 'The minute my top comes down you're distracted," she 
tells guest star Riz Ahmed, fresh from The Night Of playing 
a surf-camp instructor bemused by the off-kilter antics of 
Dunham's character, Hannah Horvath. 

In just a week her Instagramfeed will extravagantly mourn 
the wrap of the series, but for the moment the mood is merry 
and familial. "Is that a shot list in your pocket, or are you just 
happy to see me?" she calls to a crew member who produces 
the shot list in lieu of a reply. "Is village happy?" Dunham 
then calls out to the AD. Village-meaning the tented camp 
on the motel's other side where show runner and executive 
producer Jenni Konner and the team are 

the City," Dunham said at the time. "These are characters 
who watched that show, and it's probably impacted the way 
they conduct themselves in New York, but their reality is 
extremely different." Unlike their more glamorous predeces
sors, whose satin Manolos emerged from town cars at the 
opening of Tao, these young women were taking the L train 
to Busbwick raves in Forever 21 chambray. 

But just when one wondered whether the characters were 
doomed to drown in their own solipsism, the show began 
expanding. By the time il came to its critically acclaimed fifth 
season, the girls were going to places we, and perhaps even 
Dunham, never anticipated: Shoshanna to Japan; Mamie to 
Chinatown, barefoot and brokenhearted. 

"Marnie and I started out pretty similar and pretty quick
ly started diverging," says Williams, curled on a couch with 
her castmates in a Red Hook studio for their second Vogue 
photo shoot, "but there have been some incredibly clean 
parallels, like having two weddings in one year-one of 
which was a completely epic disaster and ended in a pretty 
speedy divorce and infidelity." 

"Her real wedding," deadpans Dunham, who's taken a 
vested pleasure in exploring her characters' fraught forays into 
adulthood. At one point in season three, Shoshanna entreats 
Hannah and her on-again-off-again boyfriend Adam (Adam 
Driver) to play Truth or Dare during a road trip. Adam is 
unfamiliar with the game. "Truth or Dare is one of the most 
fun games in the world," Hannah explain& "It's the game that 
teaches children how to behave like adults.'' 

This evolution happened off-screen too. As Mamet ob
serves, "We've been allowed to shift and morph creatively in 
our personal lives, and I think that our viewers have as well." 

"I mean, the stories told through Zo
hooked in on monitors-------offers a collec
tive "Happy!" Moments later they move 
on to thenext shot. "It'sOK,"thesound 
mixer says to a fellow crew member. "I 
know it's coming to an end, but we'll 
always have Montauk." 

It's been nearly five years since view
ers were first introduced to Dunham's 
small-screen alter ego, Hannah, the 
24-year-old would-be writer whose
blithe narcissism was matched only
by her crushing anxiety. She and her
friends presented a no-filter snapshot of
middle-class millennial malaise: There 
was Shoshanna, the manic naif played 
by Zosia Mamet; Jemima Kirke's Jessa, 
the proverbial free spirit who arrives 
two hours late to a dinner in her honor 

"SHE 
COMPLETELY 

CHANGED 
THE LANDSCAPE," 

SAYS JUDD 
APATOW. "THERE 

WAS REALLY 
NO PRECEDENT 
FOR THAT LEVEL 

OF HONEST Y 
AND BOLDNESS" 

sia's hair aJone, season to season . . .  " 
Dunham marvels. Their affection for 
one another-and for their fictional 
counterparts-is palpable. "I'm con
stantly being asked about these charac
ters being unlikable, and I'm like, 'What 
does that even mean? '" Dunham says. 
"Walter White and Tony Soprano liter
ally murder people, and everybody's 
like, 'I love them, ' and all we do is be 
kind of rude and do drugs sometimes 
and we're unlikable. '' 

"Fucking Dexter," jokes Wtlliarns. 

"When I had my first meeting with 
HBO and they said, 'What do you 
want to do? ' I said, 'I don't see anyone 
who's like me or anyone I love on televi-

"wearing some fabulous blanket-y dress from a Grecian 
marketplace"; and Allison Williams's Mamie, the respon
sible, Ann Taylor-suited barometer by which the others' 
haplessness was measured, her frustrations with them often 
mirroring the audience's own. 

Five years ago to the week, that foursome of then-unknown 
actresses sat around a tufted comer banquette at Wtlliarns
burg's Cafe Colette for their first interview about the not-yet
aired HBO show, which was drawing inevitable comparisons 
to Carrie Bradshaw and company. "It's not the new &x and 
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sion, '" explains Dunham. ''And now
I'm not saying we started it, because I think we're living in 
this Zeitgeisty movement toward it-but between Amy 
Schumer, Broad City, Mindy Kaling, that has changed." 
Executive producer Judd Apatow cuts to the chase: "She 
completely changed the landscape. There's an enormous 
amount of fantastic TV that followed in the footsteps of 
Girls. There was really no precedent for that level of honesty 
and boldnes&" 

Broad City's Abbi Jacobson agrees Dunham ushered 
in a new moment: "Lena was one of the fust in a wave of 



London's Covent Garden Hotel for tea. 
"She grew up very isolated and then be
came the most powerful woman in the 
world overnight. She was so inexperi
enced, so inconsistent-apparently she 
even threw scissors at her governess! But 
through all her flaws her core was good, 
Her diaries show that there was a pure
ness to her, a will to do a good job." 

I watched the series with one eye 
on the screen and another stuck into a 
fascinating new biography- Victoria: 
The Queen (Random House), by Julia 
Baird-that reflects Goodwin's view that 
while Victoria was "the first woman to 
have it an;• she could also be "a mean girl. 
She was very troubled and tempestuous," 
often lashing out at those close to her. A 
fascinating episode covers the scandal of 
Lady Flora Hastings, a lady-in-waiting 
whom court rivals accused of becoming 
pregnant by Sir John Conroy after she 
developed a swollen alxiomen. The queen 
insisted that Hastings, who was a virgin, 
undergo a humiliating series of medical 
examinations. When she died soon after
ward, it was revealed she was suffering 
from a horribly enlarged liver. 

Still, with the dark there is light. Prince 
Albert is played by 31-year-old Tom 
Hughes, whose breakout role in Ricky 
Gervais's Cemetery Junction anointed 
him as a cool young British actor. He cuts 
a dashing figure as the youthful prince 
consort .  "There is a quiet strength to 
Albert," Hughes tells me, "and a moral 
center that is unwavering." Victoria was 
obsessed with him and after his early 
death, at age 42, was rarely happy. No 
one committed to her like Albert. (In fact, 
it has been widely reported that Hughes 
and Coleman are a couple, though each 
willadmit ouly to being"old friends!') 

The eight-part series-a second is in 
the works-----covers just the early years of 
Victoria's astonishing 64-year reign and 
stops when she is 21, with the birth of her 
first child (she would go on to have nine). 
But I read on to the end of her life story, 
which was marked by both great power 
and unimaginable grief. When Victoria 
buried her dog Dash, the epitaph on the 
marble effigy above his grave in Wmdsor 
Home Park read, "His attachment was 
without selfishness/His playfulness with
out malice/His fidelity without deceit." A 
telling tribute from a girl who often felt 
alone in the world-even if she was the 
empress of most of it. □ 

GIRL TALK 
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were between 22 and 25. It would have 
been very easy for all of us to go, 'Yeah, 
we're just going to fashion shows and 
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raking free trips to St. Barth's,' but these 
women have made a really strong com
mitment to use their platform for some
thing powerful. No one has used this new 
attention just to acquire handbags." For 
her part, Dunham enlisted herself with 
the Clinton campaign to help galvanize 
the millennial vote. 

The next chapter will take these Girls 
in different directions, though they insist 
they will be better at staying in touch than 
their flaky doppclgangcrs. In February, 
Williams will appear in Jordan Peele's 
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner-like hor
ror film Get Out; Mamet is slated to star 
as Patti Smith in the movie Mappletharpe; 
Kirke plans to focus on her painting; and 
Turnham, unsurprisingly, has a stockpile 
of projects, including a new book, more 
time devoted to Lenny, and writing and 
directing film and TV to ''make spaoe for 
giving great roles to other women and 
diverse women." (The boys of Girls are 
busy, too, with Driver commanding the 
screen in everything from Star Wars to 
Scorsese's Silence, and Andrew Rannells, 

Hannah's acerbic best friend, currently 
lighting up Broadway in Falsettos.) 

As for where these characters are go
ing in life, Kanner will say only, "I can 
tell you that the girls, in a very Girls way, 
do finally start to grow up. Our greatest 
hope is that the audience finds the end as 
satisfying as we do. But then if the audi
ence was entirely pleased, it wouldn't be 
Girls, would it?" □ 

RUTH ON THE RISE 
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"I don't like hobbies," she says emphati
cally. In the little spare time she has, she 
says, "I read and travel and see my friends 
before they disown me," She has just fin
ished Patti Smith's memoir M Train and 
is about to embark on Zadie Smith's new 
novel, Swing Time As for the future. she'd 
love to work with Jeff Nichols again and 
maybe do a biopic about the Irish writer 
Maeve Brennan. For now, though, she 
can't think much beyond the second sea
son of Preacher, which she'll finish fihning 
in July. "I really need a holiday after that." 

When we next speak, Negga is in New 
York, on her way to the airport, and is 
shattered. She has spent virtually every 
waking hour since we last met promot
ing Loving. "My voice has dropped 72 
octaves, and I sound like an emphysemic 
80-year-old," she says She has found the 
whole process of being herself in public 
"terrifying." She was once in a play in 
which she had to be naked every night for 
eight months, and claims that was "far 
easier" than a minute with Jimmy Fallon 
on The Tonight Show. 

More seriously, though, she is all too 
aware that Lov"ing has come at a moment 
of reckoning with America's troubled 
history and current racial turmoil. In Hol
lywood, the lack of diversity has been 
"unacceptable for a long time, and it's 
becoming clearly an embarrassment," 
she says. Though she is beginning to see 
a shift, with the release of films like Barry 
Jenkins's Moonlight and Ava DuVernay's 
documentary 13th, there is still much 
more to be done. She is proud that Loving 
was thefirst full-lengthfilm to be screened 
at the new National Museum of Afri
can American History and Culture. As 
Ncgga explains, "The fihn is reminding 
us that there's a conversation that we need 
to be having still." Though restrained in 
its style, Loving gestures strongly toward 
something much broader. "It does annoy 
Joel and me when people say it's a quiet 
film," she says. "Because it doesn't feel 
very quiet to us. It feels really loud." □ 

WILD AT HEART 
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yellow at the house's entrance. 
The wild meadows were originally 

devised as a labor-saving strategy ("Gar
dens where you feel just free are really 
hard to come by," says Tania. "There's 
just too much work in too many gar
dens"), but Tania now exults in the insect 
life they nurture, as well as their ever
changing visual tapestry. In spring the 
orchard is carpeted with bulbs-snow
drops and Crocus tommasinianus, and 
then double-white Camassia lilies, spe
cies tulips, narcissi, Seil/a siberica 'Spring 
Beauty,' and Chionodoxa. By autumn 
the lower fields are a blaze of orange, 
pink, and red. "It's like Jaipur comes to 
Wtltshire," says Tania. "It's fatal now that 
catalogs are online," she adds, laughing. 
"Unfortunately, I've got obsessions that 
go from annuals and seeds and bulbs all 
the way up to bloody trees." 

Tania knew what she wanted long
term, but "it all happened in tiny stages" 
as she recalls, ''with no plan. It's so much 
the best way to go because when one bit 
starts to get established, then you can 
move on to the next. And you get things 
in the right place because you suddenly 
realize where the light is best, where you 
really are going to sit." Not that Tania 

approves of garden seats; instead, ham
mocks are slung from ancient bound
ary oak trees so that she can admire their 
spreading branches overhead and not 
worry about what still needs to be done. 

Tania uses these gardens as a labora
tory of ideas for her professional com
missions, but they are also intensely 
personal-as CONTINUED ON PAGE 110 
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